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As you may have noticed in the Newsletter issued last August,
Bill Gurowitz assumed the position of Vice President for Campus
Affairs and I replaced him as Executive Director of the Department of
Chemistry,

Twenty five years ago I was a graduate student in this de-
partment, and I thought you might be interested is some random
observations concerning the changes in People, Places and Things.

People: After twenty five years about one fourth of the fac-
ulty is still here and several who have retired are still active. The
interesting point is that the spirit here is as great as ever — and
the picnics, Ph.D. beer parties and technical bull sessions continue.
Looking over the records for the past five years the number of Post
Docs continues to increase (85 now) while the number of graduate
students has dropped from roughly 200 to less than 160.

Places: The museum has given way to 3 lounges, one for
faculty, one for chemistry majors and the William Cashin Lounge for
graduate students. Then the addition of a seven story Chemistry
Research Building along with extensive renovation of Baker Laboratory
are tremendous improvements. Only the General Labs remain as a
discouraging reminder of the days of alchemy.

Things: As expected the number of instruments and computers
has increased to the extent that the curricula have been modified to
keep pace or lead in taking advantage of the changes possible.
Professor Charles F. Wilcox, Jre has described some of these curric-
ula changes in this issue of the Newsletter



Twenty five years ago many of us had just returned from World
War II and felt proud of our service record. Today# the Vietnam si t-
uation has resulted in questioning many basic concepts. Twenty five
years ago any graduate chemist could find a position fairly close to
his own desires. Today, jobs are difficult to find and many chemists
are learning that after five or more years of graduate study that their
newly acquired knowledge cannot be properly utilized. Despite this
lack of opportunity, many of our social problems require the expertise
of a chemist.

All considered, it is an exciting time and I am happy to be
associated with the Department of Chemistry again.

Harold Mattraw

Faculty News Six members of the faculty taking sabbat-
ical leave during the Spring term are: Jim Burlitch, Roald Hoffmann,
Fred McLafferty, Harold Scheraga# David Usher and Ben Widomo

Dr. David L. Coffen is a visiting professor from Hoffmann
La-Roche, Inc. , for the Spring term and is teaching an advanced
course in Organic Chemistry„

This Fall, two new members will be joining the faculty. They
are Professor John R. Wiesenfeld from The University of Cambridge
and Professor Arthur G. Schultz from Columbia University.

There will be an ACS Cornell Social Hour at the Sheraton-Plaza
Hotel on Tuesday, April 11 # 1972 at 5:30 p.m. in the Copley Room.
Hope to see many of you there.
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Chairman's Column

During this past year I have been a member of the second
Cornell University Senate , As you probably recall this is a repre-
sentative body of students, employees and faculty that has the
responsibility of legislating policy with regard to the non-academic
aspects of Cornell University. For example, this includes housing
and dining, parking and traffic, athletics and the calendare I thought
it might be of interest to many of you to describe what the view from
the Senate floor is like^ This should serve as a change-of-pace
from past columns where I have concentrated on matters directly
germane to the Chemistry Department.

I must confess that I was not a strong advocate of the Senate
at its inception. Along with many other people, I feared that such a
body might act irresponsibly and would create policies that many of
the faculty could not live with. Thus far this has really not occurred,
and after a term in the Senate, such a happening seems unlikely to
me. In fact, the thing that impressed me most about the Senate
during this past year is that on the whole it is an extremely respon-
sible body with a sufficient number of checks and balances so that
irresponsible acts are improbable. If a controversial issue is under
consideration it is generally well researched by appropriate commit-
tees and open hearings are held which give all concerned parties an
opportunity to express their viewpoint. The vast majority of Senators
attempt to ascertain all the facts and to make responsible decisions
that best satisfy the needs of the entire campus. That is not to say
that I agree with all Senate decisions that have been made; a large
variety of veiwpoints are represented in the Senate, Also, as with
any group of people, exceptions to an idealistic mode of operation
do occur, and sometimes personal biases and prejudices are main-
tained . regardless of. the'facts..

The amount of time consumed by Senate activities is
enormous, and in fact this is a serious deterrent to getting people to
serve in the Senate. I suspect that I was an "average" Senator with
regard to time spent on the job: this means roughly 3 to 3-1/2 hours
every other week at Senate meetings and 2 hours per week at sub-
committee meetings while the University is in session plus
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accompanying homework.. For the speaker and chairmen of important
Senate committees I would guess that 10 hours or more per week on
Senate activities would be commonplace. It is very impressive that
many people are willing to do this (without compensation), and to do
it well, in addition to their other dutiesc

Thus far I have stressed mainly the positive aspects of the
Senate, In all fairness I should state what I found to be some annoy-
ing practices. The tendency of the Senate to extensively debate
issues of the moment over which it has no jurisdiction particularly
bothered me. Many people feel the Senate should be a political
sounding board which permits all elements of the campus to express
their opinions about everything. While political awareness and
concern are important, I question whether the Senate should spend
its time in listening to voluminous rhetoric and considering resolu-
tions about matters over which it has no direct control. As with any
large body of people, the rhetoric and parliamentary maneuvering
sometime become quite frustrating. However, university wide
faculty meetings are often even worse in this regard.

A final aspect of the Senate worth mentioning is that the
opinions about various issues rarely seem to split along student-
employee-faculty lines. This indicates to me that the goals and
desires of all of these groups form a similar distribution of opinion
and encourages the belief that the Senate is truly a representative
bodyc

As you can surmise, my present feeling about the Senate is
quite positive. It is an organization worthy of support and as a
representative body is capable of making decisions which will
accurately reflect the desires and will of all of the elements of the
campus. Whether or not it ultimately will be successful depends on
whether enough qualified individuals are willing to put in the large
amount of time and effort necessary to make such an organization
work.

Gordon Gv Hammes
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Experimental Chemistry

In a previous issue of this Newsletter our new five-semester
"unified" laboratory program was described briefly. This Fall we
began our first class and I would like to describe what we did and
the student reaction o

First let me recall for you the origin of the program. We,
like our colleagues in several other prominent departments, believe
that the role of student laboratory work should go beyond the illus-
tration of chemistry principles presented in lecture., We felt that
the laboratory should teach students how to both design and execute
experiments. We wished to create a new learning experience in
which the students through the wide ranging choice of laboratory
experiments and the additional lectures discussing them could begin
to understand the creative aspects of experimentation as well as
develop technical skills o

We selected a format of three sequential one-semester core
courses in "Experimental Chemistry" followed by a choice of either
"Advanced Measurements" or "Techniques of Modern Synthetic Chem-
istry" Q Broadly speaking the core courses were to present the flow
of experimental concepts from "Separations" through "Analysis" to

"Measurements"* The laboratory was to begin largely with qualitative
work and finish with the more quantitative topics. We began (the
"we" I should emphasize represents the entire department) by shred-
ding the existing sophomore, junior and senior laboratorieso We
discarded some pieces, reordered the remainder and filled in the
gaps.

The first semester of the core, Chemistry 301, was largely
concerned with an introduction to the separation and handling of
materials. The course included the following topics incorporated
into both the laboratory experiments and the two hours of lectures

that accompanied the lab0

10 periods Simple and fractional distillation, determination of
HETP's of various packing materials. Crystallization and melting
points, solubility unknowns. Extractions of caffeine, isolation of
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chlorophyl by column chromatography, quantitative determination of
mixtures of known components by gas chromatography.

3 periods Chromium acetylacetonate preparation, nitration and
molecular weight determination of the product by freezing point
depression.

4 periods Preparation and isolation of n-butyl bromide and of the
alcohol derived from n-butyl Grignard reagent addition to acetone.
Elimination of water with various dehydrating agents (class project)
and determination of olefin composition by gas chromatrography.

3 periods Identification of unknown alcohol (provides practice
in selecting isolation conditions of derivatives).

4 periods Preparation of 2, 4-dinitrophenylhydrazone and iden-
tification of unknown carbonyl compound (more experience in isola-
tion) .

In the lecture part of this course we also discuss computer
organization for information retrieval and in the laboratory we are
using on-line computer retrieval in the two identification experi-
ments.

We were surprised by the size of the audience that took the
course —about 350 students —and we were occasionally over-
whelmed by the logistic problems that resulted. The response was
encouraging. We had designed the course primarily with chemistry
and biochemistry majors in mind. We apparently reached them as
judged by the enthusiasm of those students now taking Chemistry
302 (about 125 students). The others, who took Chemistry 301
primarily to satisfy a pre-medical requirement, had a mixed response
varying from "the best course I have had at Cornell" to "you guys
must be crazy". I think the program is sound for the serious students,
I hope this Spring and Summer we can hit upon ways of reaching the
less committed students.

C. F. Wilcox
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Lauby's Recollections

EMILE MONNIN CHAMOT, "CHAMMY"

A native of Buffalo, Emile Monnin Chamot entered Cornell in
1887 and gained the B.S. degree in 1891. He was assistant to and
did his senior thesis with Professor George Caldwell, the first head
of the Chemistry Department. Caldwell possessed two microscopes
and introduced Chamot to the application of microscopy to chemistry,
the field in which he was to become recognized as a pre-eminent
authority. Chamot also inherited from Caldwell interest in toxicology
and sanitary chemistry.
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Chamot was appointed Instructor in 1891 and continued grad-
uate studies with Dr. Caldwell, qualifying for the Ph.D. in 1897.
As was the case with his colleagues Dennis and Bancroft, Chamot
then went abroad to polish off his education and spent a year at
Nancy and Delft. Behrens, the world's leading chemical microscop-
ist at Delft, reinforced Chamot1 s interest in chemical microscopy and,
upon his return to Cornell as an Assistant Professor, Chamot initi-
ated courses in this field for which Cornell was to become a center.
In 1910 he was promoted to Professor, teaching courses in sanitary
chemistry and toxicology as well as microscopy. When sanitary
chemistry and toxicology were transferred to other departments he
concentrated on microscopy and metallography. In 1924-25 he
represented seven American universities as exchange professor to a
number of French institutions o

Alumni will remember Chammy as a small, quiet, friendly
person who was always easily available for advice from his enormous
store of knowledge, of which he had impressive powers of recallo
His well considered and firm judgments J were frequently sought by
students and colleagues and he was in demand as an expert consult-
ant off campus.

Chammy loved the outdoors and enjoyed hunting upland birds
and fishing for trout. He lived near the crest of State Street hill and
always walked to the laboratory, Julian So Collier, Cornell '18
writes, "Who can forget the little professor with the big dog walking
across campus every morning? They say even the day of the big
snow (39 inches). "

Professor Chamot introduced American chemists to the poten-
tial of microscopic methods by his pioneer book "Elementary Chem-
ical Microscopy" (1915) # which was succeeded in 1930 by "Hand-
book of Chemical Microscopy" (with C. W. Mason) o Many were
the student stories concerning Chammy's magic with the microscope.
My favorite involved the instance when a student submitted a
crystalline product he had prepared to Professor Chamot for exami-
nation. Next day Chammy reported that the material had been laid
out on a filter paper to dry in the air overnight in a room with an
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open window. The amazed student admitted this to be the truth*
How did Chammy do it? His microscope revealed the presence in
the preparation of a tiny hair which, when compared with the exten-
sive collection of hairs in his file, turned out to be that of a bat.
Small wonder that Professor Chamot often was called upon to act as
expert witness in legal cases ,

Chamot rendered valuable service to the Ithaca community,
as consultant in sanitary chemistry. Analysis of the Ithaca water
supply from Six Mile Creek led him to warn city authorities of a
critical contamination. But his warning was not heeded, and in
1903-04 a disastrous typhoid epidemic raged in Ithaca. The city
then was glad to follow his suggestions for protection of its water-
shed and proper water purification treatment c

During World War I, Professor Chamot carried cut for the
Ordinance Department an extensive study of primers for small-arms
ammunition and the causes of their failure. Microscopic examin-
ation of sections provided the answers. For many years thereafter,
Chammy's extensive collection of ammunition in the laboratory
occasioned needless alarm to some of his colleagues,

Chamot1 s interest in the history of chemistry at Cornell led
him to make an extensive collection of pictures of outstanding chem-
is t s . These were hung on the corridor wall outside of the main
lecture room of the new Baker Laboratory. They included a gallery
of pictures of our Baker Non-resident Lecturers. During a repaint
job in the 1930's the pictures were taken down and, unfortunately,
not rehungc They were found in the attic of Baker when it was reno-
vated and it is hoped that they will be exhibited again. Chammy1 s
officet as I remember, had many pictures and featured a large colored
poster, a caricature of a PhcDu examination in France, with a group
of gowned and hatted faculty harassing a trembling candidate; not a
reassuring sight for a graduate student.

Professor Chamot had much to do with the planning of instruc-
tion for the department and was largely responsible for the develop-
ment of the B.3 Chenu curriculum, This made Cornell a leader in
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providing the kind of realistic training in chemistry so greatly
needed for the technological developments in this country during
the first third of this century, when the first World War cut off
the supply of chemicals and equipment previously obtained from
Germany.

Professor Chamot retired in 19 38 but continued actively to
develop microscopic analytical technics and collect material on
the history of chemistry at Cornell, He died in 1950, after having
been associated with Cornell for some 53 years as student, fac-
ulty member and Emeritus Professor,

I will be grateful for contributions of recollections or
pictures of Chammy to add to our files „

A, Wo Laubengayer

CORNELL SOCIAL HOUR

TUESDAY, 11 April 1972

SHERATON-PLAZA HOTEL

at 5:30 p.m.

Copley Room
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D.
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V.
E.
R.
M.
G.
J-
M.

C. Albrecht
H. Bauer
A. Brown

M. Burlitch
L. Coffen
D. Cooke

du Vigneaud
L. Elson
C. Fay
E. Fisher

A. Fisk
H. Freed

J, Goldstein

Faculty Members
(Spring Term 1972)

G. G, Hammes
R. Hoffmann
R., E. Hughes .
G. B. Kolski
Eo S. Kostiner
F. A. Long
G. M. Loud on
Hu Ct. Mattraw
F, Wu McLafferty
Jo Meinwald
W. T, Miller
F. Ao Momany
G. H. Morrison

R. A.
R. F.
A. R.
Ru R,
Ho A.
F. R.
M. F.
M. J.

Plane
Porter
Rossi
Rye
Scheraga
Scholer

, Semmelhack
Sienko

J. Uetrecht
D. A. Usher
T. Wachs
B. Widom
C. F. Wile ox

Emeritus Faculty

A. T. Blomquist
J. L. Hoard
J* Ro Johnson

A. W. Laubengayer
M , L Nichols
J, Papish

New Faculty Members

(Fall Term 1972)

Ac G. Schultz
J. R. Wiesenfeld
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